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Abstract
For a highly subjective task such as recognising speaker intention and argumentation, the traditional way of generating gold
standards is to aggregate a number of labels into a single one. However, this seriously neglects the underlying richness that
characterises discourse and argumentation and is also, in some cases, straightforwardly impossible. In this paper, we present
QT30nonaggr, the first corpus of non-aggregated argument annotation. QT30nonaggr encompasses 10% of QT30, the largest
corpus of dialogical argumentation and analysed broadcast political debate currently available with 30 episodes of BBC’s
‘Question Time’ from 2020 and 2021. Based on a systematic and detailed investigation of annotation judgements across all
steps of the annotation process, we structure the disagreement space with a taxonomy of the types of label disagreements in
argument annotation, identifying the categories of annotation errors, fuzziness and ambiguity.
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1. Introduction
State-of-the-art research in Natural Language Process-
ing, in particular in areas like discourse parsing and ar-
gument mining, crucially relies on manually labelled
data in order to be able to derive well-motivated com-
putational models. However, labeling arguments and
speaker intentions in natural language dialogue are
tasks that are highly subjective: judgements are based
on the knowledge of the topic under discussion, the
speakers involved in the debate and their background.
But even more so, it is the language of argumentation
and debate that sets the challenge, independently of
the underlying theory of argumentation, the annotation
granularity and experience levels of the annotators.
Stab and Gurevych (2014) are the first ones to explic-
itly state that it is “hard or even impossible to iden-
tify one correct interpretation” of a particular argument
structure, an issue confirmed by Lauscher et al. (2018)
and Lindahl et al. (2019). Example 1 illustrates the
issue based on an excerpt from our own data: Chika
Russell, in a BBC’s ‘Question Time’ on 8 July 2021,
makes a comment in the context of UK local elec-
tions in 2021. The underlined part is argumentative and
has been analysed with significantly different argument
structure, provided in Figure 1: On the left-hand side,
we find a serial structure including a rephrase (‘Default
Rephrase’) and an inference (‘Default Inference’), the
right-hand side uses different segmentation and only
has the propositional relation of ‘Default Rephrase’.

(1) Chika Russel: I have a view on how the
election has gone. Call me Mystic Meg,
if you will, people feel really forgotten,
they feel let down. They feel the opportunities
are not what they were.

Although there is a clear understanding in the commu-

Figure 1: Two analyses for Example (1)

nity that the analysis of argumentation is challenging
due to a variety of factors, corpus development in this
area is done in the “traditional” way: judgements are
first collected based on guidelines for annotation, dis-
agreements between labels are then resolved based on a
(variety of) heuristics and eventually gold labels are as-
signed to argumentative units and the relations between
them. These resolved labels then serve as the training
base for a variety of machine learning techniques, with
the significant drawback that they do not pass on the
richness of information that is in fact encapsulated in
the language.
In this paper, we present QT30nonaggr, the first corpus
of non-aggregated argument annotation. QT30nonaggr
encompasses 10% of QT30, the largest corpus of di-
alogical argumentation and analysed broadcast politi-
cal debate to date with 30 episodes of BBC’s ‘Ques-
tion Time’ from 2020 and 2021 (Hautli Janisz et al.,
2022). Based on a systematic and detailed investiga-
tion of annotation judgements across all steps of the an-
notation process, we structure the disagreement space
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with a taxonomy of the types of label disagreements
in argument annotation, identifying the categories of
annotation errors, fuzzy language and ambiguity. We
therefore contribute a resource to the current and more
general discussion of how computational models can
be evaluated if more than one annotation label is
available for an item, set out by (Uma et al., 2021).
QT30nonaggr will also be the first non-aggregated cor-
pus of argumentative data included in the Perspectivist
Data Manifesto (https://pdai.info/).

2. Background
The core step in creating gold standards for supervised
discourse parsing and argument mining is the resolu-
tion of multiple labels into a single “gold” label. This
is done across all steps of manual argument analysis
as defined by Lawrence and Reed (2020): text seg-
mentation, argument/non-argument classification, sim-
ple argument structure and refined argument structure.
The overwhelming number of approaches use the ma-
jority vote for deciding on a specific label (Rosen-
thal and McKeown, 2012; Stab and Gurevych, 2014;
Wachsmuth et al., 2014; Hidey et al., 2017; Egawa
et al., 2020). Habernal and Gurevych (2017) use ma-
jority voting, but employ adjudication in cases where
majority is not possible (disagreement in segmentation
leading to a different argument relation identification).
Walker et al. (2012) use the mean rating across anno-
tators for their labeling decision, Mochales and Moens
(2011), Peldszus and Stede (2015) and Alliheedi et al.
(2019) employ adjudication with an expert annotator to
resolve label disagreements. Bar-Haim et al. (2020)
use a threshold of 60% to judge whether an individual
label is reliably annotated, judgements below that level
are inconclusive which is claimed to be due to ambigu-
ity. Toledo et al. (2019) and Gretz et al. (2020) take
a number of annotator performance measures to dis-
card what are presumed to be low-quality judgments.
For cleansing argument data, (Dorsch and Wachsmuth,
2020) assume that in the case of indecisive annotations,
the instance is kept in the dataset.
A more thorough investigation of the disagreement
space for argument labeling is done to a significantly
lesser extent: Stab and Gurevych (2014) investigate the
disagreements encountered by way of confusion proba-
bility matrices for argument components and argumen-
tative relations. They show that the major disagreement
is between claims and premises and support/attack re-
lations. Hidey et al. (2017) use an agreement matrix
to show that disagreements are mostly between seman-
tic types of claims, but they also note that ambiguity
can lead to disagreements in segmentation and conse-
quently argument structure. Habernal and Gurevych
(2017) find that implicitness or topic relevance are rel-
evant factors, Torsi and Morante (2018) show that seg-
mentation, topic relatedness and commitment are cru-
cial and Egawa et al. (2020) conclude that the majority
of disagreement stems from semantic similarity.

The work presented in this paper deviates signifi-
cantly from previous work: First, our annotation is
not restricted to finding potentially isolated, but topic-
relevant claims and relations. Instead, we label the
complete debate with speaker intention and argumen-
tation, including segments in which there is no argu-
mentation, allowing us to derive how the debate un-
folds. Secondly, we characterize the disagreement
space along three dimensions which are implicitly (and
sometimes explicitly) stated in related work: judge-
ments go against the annotation guidelines (Annota-
tion Errors), structures can be semantically and prag-
matically fuzzy, i.e., judgements vary because the lan-
guage is underspecified and leads to different interpre-
tations (Fuzziness), and structure can be outright am-
biguous, i.e., annotators pick up clearly separate in-
terpretations based on syntactic, (lexical) semantic or
pragmatic ambiguity (Ambiguity). Thirdly, we provide
a non-aggregated resource for argumentative debate,
QT30nonaggr, which serves as the basis for a large-
scale investigation of the disagreement space in speaker
intention recognition and argument analysis.

3. Inference Anchoring Theory (IAT)
Budzynska et al. (2014) and Budzynska et al.
(2016) provide a theoretical scaffolding to handle di-
alogue and argument structures, and the relations be-
tween them, named Inference Anchoring Theory (IAT).
The framework has been applied to over 2.5 million
words in fifteen languages (available freely online at
corpora.aifdb.org) and postulates three types
of relations: (i) relations between content (proposi-
tional content of locutions); (ii) illocutionary connec-
tions that link locutions with their content and (iii) re-
lations between locutions in a dialogue, called transi-
tions. Given the scope of this paper, we only focus
on the latter: relations between propositions, i.e., ar-
gumentative relations that hold between propositional
content of speaker utterances.

3.1. Propositions
Propositions are derived from locutions and have the
following properties: They are grammatical instantia-
tions of the content of the locution. They have to be
interpretable without context, i.e., they are standalone
propositions that need to be intelligible without knowl-
edge of surrounding propositional content. As a con-
sequence, propositions may have to be reconstructed,
so for instance elliptical or anaphoric expressions con-
tained in the locution are resolved in the proposition.
An example of this is the proposition of the third locu-
tion in Figure 2: ‘they feel let down’ (right-hand side)
is resolved to ‘people feel let down’ in the proposition
(left-hand side). The guideline for the annotators is to
do minimal reconstruction in creating the proposition.

3.2. Propositional relations
Argumentative structures are relations between propo-
sitions; core IAT assumes three different relations that

https://pdai.info/
corpora.aifdb.org
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Figure 2: IAT diagram of Example (1), featuring locations (blue nodes on the right-hand side), propositions (blue
nodes on the left-hand side), illocutionary relations (yellow nodes in the middle), dialogical relations (purple nodes
on the right) and propositional relations – ‘Default Inference’ (green), ‘Default Rephrase’ (orange) and ‘Default
Conflict’ (red).

are designed to capture argumentative structure in dia-
logue:

Inference (Support, ‘Default Inference’, RA, green
node) Holds between propositions when one (or more)
proposition is used to provide a reason to accept an-
other proposition.

Conflict (Attack, ‘Default Conflict’, CA, red node)
Holds between two propositions when one proposition
is used to provide an incompatible alternative to an-
other proposition.

Rephrase (Rephrase, ‘Default Rephrase’, MA, green
node) Holds between two propositions when one
proposition is used to rephrase, restate or reformu-
late another proposition. Rephrases also hold between
questions and answers.

These relations are ‘Default’ in the sense that they can
be instantiated with more specific relation types, for in-
stance with presumptive argument scheme types (Wal-
ton et al., 2008).
Figure 2 provides the full IAT structure for one of
the two analyses of Example (1), taken from the QT
episode on 22 July 2021. Given the multiple layers of
analysis needed for modeling dialogical argumentation,
IAT graphs are divided into three different parts:

• The ‘right-hand side’ of nodes in the graph in Fig-
ure 2 is equivalent to a series of argumentative
discourse units (Peldszus and Stede, 2013), i.e.,
the minimal unit into which the transcribed text

is segmented. Each ADU has discrete argumenta-
tive function and records the name of the speaker
in the form of ‘firstname lastname : locution con-
tent’.

• The left-hand side encodes the propositional con-
tent of locutions, and the relationships of infer-
ence, conflict and rephrase between those proposi-
tional contents (as presented by the interlocutors).

• Those propositions are anchored in the dialogue
via illocutionary connections (the ‘middle’, rela-
tions between locutions and propositions). These
illocutionary acts capture speaker intention and
are drawn from speech act theory (Searle, 1969;
Searle and Vanderveken, 1985). There is a set
of 10 relations that are used in IAT, namely As-
serting, Agreeing, Arguing, Assertive Question-
ing, Challenging, Disagreeing, Pure Questioning,
Restating, Rhetorical Questioning and Default Il-
locuting. For the scope of the current paper, how-
ever, we only focus on the left-hand side of the
diagram: propositions and the argumentative rela-
tions between them.

3.3. Argument analysis
IAT analyses are produced with OVA+ (Online Visual-
isation of Argument – http://ova.arg.tech/),
an open-source online interface for the analysis of argu-
mentation in dialogues (Janier et al., 2014). OVA+ al-
lows for a representation of the argumentative structure
of a text as a directed graph. However, OVA+ does not

http: //ova.arg.tech/
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allow for an encoding of ambiguity or fuzziness, i.e., an
annotator cannot indicate that she has identified a struc-
ture that licenses more than one solution. The guideline
here is to pick the structure that is most likely given the
speaker and the context. For compiling QT30nonaggr,
we therefore use IAT graphs that are created by differ-
ent annotators and compare their analyses.
These graphs are created in several steps which mostly
correspond to those based on the steps for manual ar-
gument analysis set up by (Lawrence and Reed, 2020)
and briefly described here:

Chunking The starting point for analysis is a text of
around 10,000 words (+/- 20%) that is first chunked
into (40-80) excerpts each comprising around 150-250
words – passages that are small enough to be consid-
ered in total by an analyst, but large enough to in-
clude substantial dialogical exchange. We exploit natu-
ral topical, thematic and turn-based breaks to guide this
chunking process. This chunk is then passed to differ-
ent annotators for analysis.

Segmentation In the first step, an analyst segments
the text into (argumentative) discourse units (or ‘locu-
tions’ in IAT), producing between five and thirty locu-
tions per excerpt. Going back to Example 1, the ana-
lyst decides whether to split the excerpt in two or three
locutions. In the same step, the analyst reconstructs
information to be recorded in the proposition, for in-
stance anaphora and ellipses (see §3.1).

Classification of units The analyst then identifies
whether a locution has indeed argumentative function
or not. A crucial decision factor here is speaker inten-
tion: was the speaker intending to make an argument
here, also given the larger societal or political context.
This decision can go hand in hand with the previous
step of segmentation: an analyst might have different
solutions to capturing the argumentative structure and
makes a first decision by segmenting the text in a par-
ticular way, shown in Figure 1.

Structure identification After classification an ana-
lyst immediately adds the type of propositional rela-
tion and the illocutionary connection between locutions
(right-hand side) and propositions (left-hand side). The
result is a map containing between a dozen to a hundred
nodes in total, depending on the length and the content
of the excerpt.

Review Each analysis map then undergoes peer re-
view by which a randomly chosen second analyst who
reviews and discusses annotation choices with the first.

4. Data
As the basis of our investigation we use QT30, the
largest corpus of analysed dialogical argumentation
ever created (19,842 utterances, 280,000 words) and
also the largest corpus of analysed broadcast political
debate to date, using 30 episodes of BBC’s ‘Question
Time’ from 2020 and 2021 (Hautli Janisz et al., 2022).
Question Time is the prime institution in UK broadcast

political debate and features questions from the public
on current political issues, which are responded to by a
weekly panel of five figures of UK politics and society.
QT30 is highly argumentative and combines language
of well-versed political rhetoric with direct, often com-
bative, justification-seeking of the general public. In
total, the corpus features 10,818 propositional rela-
tions, i.e., argumentative structures. Inference (‘sup-
ports’) and Rephrase have the highest frequency, 48%
and 42.6%, respectively. Conflicts are significantly
less frequent, making up only 9.4% of all relations be-
tween propositions. The resource is freely available at
http://corpora.aifdb.org/qt30nonaggr.
The annotation was conducted by 38 students of lin-
guistics, philosophy, literature and computer science in
Scotland, England, Germany and Poland. More than
60 students took part in one of three rounds of training
in 2020 and 2021. Topic of the 15 hour course (taught
in person once in 2020 and then virtually three times
in 2020 and 2021) was a general introduction to argu-
mentation theory and detailed instructions on applying
Inference Anchoring Theory to dialogical argumenta-
tion across genres. Due to the strict quality restrictions
for QT30, only the top 38 annotators were selected to
contribute.
The Combined Argument Similarity Score (CASS)
(Duthie et al., 2016), which calculates separate scores
for segmentation, argumentative structures and illocu-
tionary forces and aggregates them into a single score
for annotator agreement, for all of QT30 is 0.56, sig-
naling moderate agreement. Despite the fact that other
papers report slightly higher CASS scores – 0.752 in
Visser et al. (2019) and κ = 0.75 in Budzynska et
al. (2014)) – inter-annotator agreement for QT30 is
based on a very heterogeneous but realistic dataset for
quantifying annotation reliability: it features annota-
tions by all 38 annotators which are based on a variety
of experience levels due to the incremental formation
of the annotation team.
Given the significant expertise level of the annotators,
we hypothesize that the CASS score hints at more sys-
tematic annotation differences that go beyond simple
annotation errors. Instead, we hypothesise that it hints
at the deeper issue of subjectivity in discourse-level
tasks such as argument analysis, manifested by the
fuzziness and ambiguity of language and discourse in
general. The different dimensions of labeling disagree-
ments are elaborated on in the following.

5. A taxonomy of label disagreements
As the basis for our empirical investigation of label dis-
agreements in argument analysis, we randomly select
four excerpts of each episode (about 8-10% of QT30)
and request a second annotation by a random other
member of the annotation team. This second annota-
tion is conducted in the standard procedure described
in §3.3, review is done by another randomly assigned
annotator. The annotators are not aware that they con-

http://corpora.aifdb.org/qt30nonaggr
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tribute their analysis for the purpose of identifying la-
beling disagreements instead of regular corpus analy-
sis.
For the empirical analysis of the disagreed-upon labels,
one of the most senior analysts is manually investi-
gating the two different graphs per excerpt in parallel.
There were several loops in identifying an appropriate
partitioning of the disagreement space, based on previ-
ous work and informed by the special patterns that di-
alogical argumentation is delivering. In the following
we present the three dimensions that allow us to char-
acterise the disagreement space for dialogical argument
analysis, distinguishing the categories of annotation er-
rors, structures of fuzziness and ambiguity.

5.1. Annotation errors
The first dimension of label disagreements are simple
annotation errors that violate annotation criteria which
are clearly stated in the annotation manual.1 We illus-
trate those categories with clear-cut examples from the
corpus.

Discourse-structuring material is retained (ER-
R-DISC) This category captures any discourse mate-
rial that is wrongly retained in the proposition. A typ-
ical example is a discourse marker such as ‘because’,
which is kept in the proposition despite the fact that its
meaning is captured by the relation between proposi-
tions, e.g. ‘Default Inference’.
Another example is the recording of epistemic markers
like ‘I think’ in the proposition. Such material is again
not a part of the asserted content proper, as it signals the
knowledge or belief – the epistemic attitude – of the
speaker towards the proposition at issue. (Occasion-
ally the epistemically qualified proposition is precisely
what is at stake – No, no he’d didn’t think it he knew
it – but this is an extreme exception.) A clear example
(node #657575) is offered by (2) and its alternate (3) :

(2) I think the handling of the pandemic has shown
there will be divides after it’s over.

(3) the handling of the pandemic has shown there
will be divides after it’s over.

Grammar errors (ERR-GRAM) The annotation
guidelines require every proposition to be grammati-
cally well-formed. This particularly holds for syntactic
structure, which is not always standard in natural occur-
ring dialogue and needs to be corrected by the annota-
tor. This may include extraneous punctuation, such as
ellipses or periods, as well as wrongly capitalised let-
ters or wrong conjugation.

Reconstruction errors (ERR-REC) Another key
requirement of IAT analysis is that every proposition
is intelligible without additional context. This means
that for instance anaphora and elliptical constructions
are resolved where possible. The guideline is to stay

1http://www.arg.tech/f/
IATannotationguidelines.pdf

as close to the original text and only add minimal ex-
tra material to facilitate understanding. With ERR-
REC we mark any proposition that is wrongly recon-
structed, i.e., using a wrong referent. An interesting
example is provided by the two reconstructions of (4)
(node #838276) in (5) and (6). Here, the context does
not license the reconstruction with the structure in (5),
instead ‘it’ is resolved with full clause (‘letting foot-
ballers and VIPS in without quarantine while lockdown
is still in place’).

(4) It is deep hypocrisy

(5) Robert Buckland is hypocritical

(6) letting footballers and VIPs in without quar-
antine while lockdown is still in place is deep
hypocrisy

Erroneous relations (ERR-REL) This category
captures annotation of propositional relations that vio-
late the guidelines, for instance if the connection be-
tween a premise and a conclusion is pointing in the
wrong direction, or – given that IAT is tracking the
dialogical unfolding of argumentation – where a con-
flict is analysed from earlier to later discourse mate-
rial (whereas only material that has already been intro-
duced into the discourse can be the target of a conflict).
Another common pattern of ERR-REL is erroneously
marking question-answering – particularly because in
political discussion, question-answering and question-
avoiding is so common. An incorrect analysis of a re-
sponse as an answer is shown in Fig. 3; the correct
analysis is in Fig. 4, that highlights the fact that the
response in fact provides no answer at all.

Figure 3: Incorrect annotation of question-answering
in AIFdb map #23446

Figure 4: Correct annotation of non-question-
answering in AIFdb map #23125

Erroneous splitting (ERR-SPLIT) The guideline
for splitting text into segments clearly states that seg-
ments do not go beyond the sentence boundary. They

http://www.arg.tech/f/IATannotationguidelines.pdf
http://www.arg.tech/f/IATannotationguidelines.pdf
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also specify that any unit with discrete argumenta-
tive function has to be kept separately. For instance,
the ‘if...then’ construction in Fig. 6 is an instance of
a clear-cut inferential relation between the ‘if’-clause
and the ‘then-clause’ (despite them being inverted).
The alternate analysis in Fig. 5 one misses the split and
therefore the argumentative relation. In this case, we
also mark ERR-REL on the wrongly-split proposition.

5.2. Fuzziness
This dimension of the disagreement space originates to
some extent in the genre under investigation: natural,
spontaneous argumentation features language patterns
that are vague, fuzzy and therefore result in different
analyses which themselves are valid, but illustrate the
uncertainty in representing partially underspecified or
vague language.

Fuzzy content (FUZZY-DISC) With this category
we label all instances where the content of the locution
is fuzzy in terms of whether parts of the locution serve
as discourse-structuring material (which is not captured
in the proposition) or contribute content that is (po-
tentially) argumentatively relevant and therefore kept
in the proposition. Fig. 7 shows a good example, in
which the winding me up material has been analysed as
a proposition (allowing it thereby to be referenced ar-
gumentatively later – “yeah, it really winds me up too”
for example).

Fuzzy reconstruction (FUZZY-REC) This dis-
agreement label is used in cases where the reconstruc-
tion of anaphoric or elliptical content varies across an-
notations. This is particularly the case for the recon-
struction of ’that’, where annotators judge the scope of
the antecedent to be of varying length such as the differ-
ent between the analyses in maps #22924 and #22930,
(7) and (8), respectively. In some cases, annotators vary
in their exact spell-out of the antecedent (though they
mean the same entity), e.g., ‘David Unknown’ in node
#843333 versus ‘David Davies’ in node #720703.

(7) leaving the European Union has or has not
helped in speeding up the process of vaccine
creation

(8) leaving the European Union has or hasn’t
helped in speeding up the vaccination delivery
process

Fuzzy relation (FUZZY-REL) In this category we
subsume all instances where the relation between the
propositions (‘Default Inference’, ‘Default Conflict’
and ‘Default Rephrase’) is the same between two maps,
however the splitting of argumentative units is slightly
different. This can, for instance, mean that one ana-
lyst has chosen a linked argument structure (more than
one premise leading to the conclusion, the premises
are dependent on each other) versus a convergent ar-
gument (more than one premise to the conclusion, but
the premises are independent of each other).

Fuzzy transcript input (FUZZY-TRANS) This cat-
egory of disagreement is due to the data source un-
der analysis: IAT analysis is conducted based on tran-
scripts of natural dialogues and we do see cases in
which the stenographer is not able to provide a clear re-
count of the conversation, for instance due to crosstalk
or interruptions between interlocutors. This can lead
to fragmented text which annotators treat differently in
their analyses.

5.3. Ambiguity
The third dimension of disagreement captures ambigu-
ous structures in the dialogue. In contrast to fuzzy lan-
guage, we treat ambiguity as those instances where a
string yields two fully discrete discourse or argumenta-
tive structures. In the following we briefly illustrate the
different types of ambiguity that arise in the data:

Ambiguous anaphoric expressions (AMB-ANAPH)
Given that annotators have to create propositions that
are understandable without context, one core step of
analysis is anaphora resolution. Similarly to (Poesio
and Artstein, 2005), we also note the key challenge that
the demonstrative ‘that’ poses for reconstruction. But
it is also structures as in example 5.3, taken from a dis-
cussion on the Omicron wave in the episode on 1 July
2021:

(9) Andy Burnham: I think I’m right in saying
cases were highest day than they were in Jan-
uary. That’s a worry. But you are right to say,
Fiona, it isn’t translating into hospitalisation. I
was discussing the figures just before the show
with David. So creeping up.

The last sentence sentence contains an elliptical con-
struction, which was resolved to ‘deaths are creeping
up’ (map #23384) by one annotator, whereas the other
analysis captures it as ‘cases are creeping up’ (map
#23385). Both structures are discrete and correct and
are therefore marked for ambiguity.

Ambiguous argument structure (AMB-REL) This
category encompasses all analyses that exhibit two dis-
crete argumentative structures. An example of this is
given in Figure 1: Based on a different splitting deci-
sion, different argument structures arise: a serial argu-
ment with three propositions, connected by a ‘Default
Rephrase’ and a ‘Default Inference’ (left-hand side)
versus two propositions related by a single ‘Default
Rephrase’. Both analyses are valid given the context
and are therefore labeled as ambiguous.

Ambigous splitting (AMB-SPLIT) Central to the
analyses in Figure 1 and directly related to the previous
category of AMB-REL is the category of ambiguous
splitting, i.e., argumentative units have different length,
but both segmentation decisions are well-motivated and
adhere to the annotation guidelines.
In what follows, we briefly describe QT30nonaggr, the
resource that is generated based on the analysis of the
disagreement labels.
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Figure 5: Incorrect splitting of if-then in AIFdb map #23298

Figure 6: Correct splitting of if-then in AIFdb map #23290

6. QT30nonaggr
QT30nonaggr contains 67 excerpts which are anno-
tated independently by two annotators (134 graphs in
total). The length of excerpts ranges between 150-250
words. Overall, the resource contains 1817 proposi-
tions with an average length of 14.19 words per propo-
sition. ‘Default Inference’ is the most frequent propo-
sitional relation (546), followed by ‘Default Rephrase’
(485) and ‘Default Conflict’ (106).
QT30nonaggr contains the full IAT graphs (as illus-
trated in Figure 2) plus the disagreement labels spec-
ified in §5. Identifying disagreements in illocutionary
labels (the yellow connections in the middle of Figure
2), we leave for further work, however we tend to see
significantly fewer disagreements there than in actual
argument analysis.
Table 1 gives the detailed numbers for the disagreement
space in QT30nonaggr: The category of annotation er-
rors makes up the largest share of label disagreements
by far – 907 out of 1402 (65%). Disagreements based
on fuzzy language are second-most frequent (288/1402
– 20%), instances of ambiguity make up 207 out of
1402 disagreements (15%). Some disagreement labels
appear in a vast majority of maps, the top ones being
ERR-REL (92%), AMB-REL (85%) and FUZZY-REC
and ERR-REC (both 82%). This confirms findings of
previous work, e.g., (Stab and Gurevych, 2014), which
shows that it is particularly the identification of rela-
tions that presents a challenge.

7. Summary
The analysis and reconstruction of argument is a chal-
lenging task. When taught as part of a critical think-

Label % of graphs # of labels
Errors 907
ERR-DISC 83% 130
ERR-GRAM 44% 46
ERR-REC 82% 258
ERR-REL 92% 355
ERR-SPLIT 71% 118

Fuzzy 288
FUZZY-DISC 41% 40
FUZZY-REC 82% 176
FUZZY-REL 49% 47
FUZZY-TRANS 27% 25

Ambiguity 207
AMB-ANAPH 21% 14
AMB-REL 85% 146
AMB-SPLIT 48% 47

Total 1402

Table 1: The detailed number for characterising the dis-
agreement space of QT30nonaggr.

ing undergraduate programme, or in the context of
study skills, or even in formal settings such as in-
telligence analysis or jurisprudence, it is well recog-
nised that texts will support multiple interpretations.
More recently, this has yielded particular challenges for
the computational linguistics community, which natu-
rally works from an assumed basis of a single, agreed-
upon, gold standard. In our work constructing the
largest corpora of annotated argument and debate cur-
rently available, we have encountered these challenges
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Figure 7: Material that is arguably discourse structuring in AIFdb map #23458

head-on, and have collated our experiences into a new
non-aggregated corpus, QT30nonaggr, which not only
documents cases of mismatching annotations, but also
aims to provide an initial classification of the most
prominent ways in which annotation discrepancies oc-
cur. Though as De Morgan famously said, “There is
no such thing as a classification of the ways in which
men may arrive at an error: it is much to be doubted
whether there ever can be,” our approach here is to pro-
vide a starting point for exploring how errors might be
arrived at both in annotating argumentation and reason-
ing structures, and, thereby in the long run, also in how
errors are arrived at in general understanding of such
structures.
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